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the west is the source of memories. and yet, it is not these memories, but rather the various ways they are transformed, that
may tell us most about the west. therefore, we are seeking out this western horizon, as it were, in search of a lost history of the
film industry in upstate new york. we are finding that the archive is full of work by ted and leo wharton that provides us with, for
the first time, a vivid picture of a forgotten upstate new york tradition in early film, especially of the silent film. what kind of local
tradition developed in the past? what kind of narratives have been part of that local tradition? the history of film in new york as
related to the west has been mostly misunderstood, or conversely, maligned. we are interested in the continuity and role of local
traditions of film making, which are largely ignored or demeaned by hollywood history, especially the early history of film. to
understand the historical continuity or tradition, we need to ask how the early tradition worked. to do this, we need to look at the
industry's practices, at the major players, and at the particular ways that the whartons managed to transform those practices in
upstate new york, leading the way for hollywood. the filmmaking business in new york had been thriving for at least a century
before world war i. it is safe to assume that those entrepreneurs who founded the new york film industry were not interested in
inculcating the concepts of liberal democracy (jeffrey meyers and daniel rembert, 'the ambiguity of the national film industry,
1900–1934,' film history 31(5), december 2009) and making films about the latest round of wars (karen horne,''"home on the
range" – story, values, and the american film industry,' journal of american studies 39, 2005, pp. 347–63), but instead viewed
their work as business. that is, the new film industry in new york served the film industry around the world, taking advantage of
a connection to vast resources and talent.
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